BOAT BLUE
CPS-ECP GUIDE TO
SUSTAINABLE BOATING
IN CANADIAN WATERS
PLASTIC POLLUTION

WHO ARE WE?
The Canadian Power & Sail Squadron – Escadrilles Canadiennes de Plaisance

CPS-ECP is a committed community of experienced boaters inspiring others to
adopt a safe boating attitude through education and training. Since being
established over 80 years ago in 1938, CPS-ECP has been connecting boaters
and continues to play a major role in Canadian boating culture.
We are a nationwide not-for-profit organization with over 20,000 active members.
Our instructors and programs help recreational boaters improve their boating
safety knowledge as well as their vessel handling & navigation skills.
This guide has been created by the CPS-ECP National Environment Committee –
a team dedicated to raising awareness of the issues facing our waterways & how
boaters can play a key role in being a part of the solution.
Visit us at www.cps-ecp.ca to learn more.

CONTRIBUTOR &
COMMITTEE MEMBER

Love Your Greats / Pangaea Exploration
Jennifer Pate is the Co-Founder of Love Your Greats, Mission Leader for Pangaea Explorations as well as the
Environmental Officer for the Goderich Power & Sail Squadron and member of the CPS-ECP National
Environment Committee. She lives in the heart of the Great Lakes in Bayfield, Ontario.
With over 10,000 nautical miles of marine and freshwater exploration under her belt, Jen has focused on
delivering education around waterway pollution – specifically plastics – to audiences across Canada and
around the world. Jen is passionate about this guide to Boat Blue as it is designed to help you continue
enjoying the water safely while helping to protect the environment. She believes that boaters already have an
intrinsic love for our waterways and are therefore the perfect community to take tangible steps towards
creating a healthier future for all.
www.jenniferpate.com
www.loveyourgreats.com
www.panexplore.com

CONTRIBUTOR &
COMMITTEE MEMBER

Marine Education & Research Society / The Marine Detective
Jackie Hildering is a biology teacher, cold-water diver, underwater photographer and Humpback Whale
researcher living on NE Vancouver Island, BC. She is also the Education and Communications Director for the
Marine Education and Research Society as well as a Member of the CPS-ECP National Environment
Committee and the Powell River Squadron.
She is passionate about raising awareness about life in the cold, dark NE Pacific Ocean and illuminating the
fragility, beauty and mystery there. She works to promote a greater knowledge, appreciation and positive
action for the Ocean to which we are all connected and upon which our health depends.
www.themarinedetective.com
www.mersociety.com

“No blue, no green”

- Sylvia Earle

No blue, no green…or anything in between
As boaters, paddlers, swimmers, surfers – however we choose
to get out and enjoy our waterways, we have a responsibility
and an active role to play in taking care of them for the future.
Whether it’s an ocean, lake, river, or even your backyard pond –
every waterway matters. These guides are designed to help you
navigate the different ways you can make a difference in
protecting your slice of Canadian paradise!
Help us reduce pollution, protect marine mammals, create a
sustainable approach to waterway use and make Canada a
leader in environmentally-safe boating around the world.
It’s very easy to become overwhelmed by the environmental
problems that we face on waterways globally, but the best thing
to do is just start by being part of the solution – one step at a
time.
Thank you on behalf of the rivers, lakes & seas!
John, Jackie, Jen & Brian
CPS-ECP National Environment Committee

PURPOSE OF OUR GUIDES
TO RAISE AWARENESS & HELP BOATERS PLAY A ROLE IN PROTECTING OUR WATERWAYS
1. Reduce risk to boaters and marine mammals
2. Outline our relationship with waterways
3. Increase action that contributes to conservation & research
4. Further enhance the potential of on-water enjoyment
5. Empower CPS members to practice aquatic stewardship
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PLASTIC POLLUTION
Plastic pollution has become pervasive through the marine &
freshwater environments – with studies showing:
- We have over 5 Trillion pieces of plastics in the world’s
oceans (Eriksen et al, 2014);
- Are set to have more plastic than fish in the oceans by 2050
(Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2016);
- The reality of this pollution’s impact on environmental &
human health is starting to sink in (CIEL, 2019).
In this guide we will explore the issue with tangible steps for
how you – through your daily behaviour – can be a part of the
solution!

CONCERNS
-

Physical Impacts: Entanglement, Ingestion and wider
Environmental Health
Unseen Impacts: Toxic Pollution & Human Health

BENEFITS OF THIS GUIDE
-

Raise Awareness of Human Connection to Waterways
Shoreline & Waterway Cleanups
Contribution to Citizen Science
Inspire Sustainable Choices: Home, Work & Play
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CONCERNS

PHYSICAL: ENTANGLEMENT
ENTANGLEMENT
With over 8 million metric tons of plastic entering our
waterways per year (Jambeck et al, 2015) entanglement
is a pervasive threat to wildlife around the world.
The impact of entanglement can result in injury,
trapping, scarring and ultimately death (Law, 2017).
By reducing our use of plastic and ensuring that when
we come across it in the environment it is properly
collected and disposed of – we can help limit chances of
entanglement for marine mammals and boats.
Know that much of plastic pollution goes unseen – but
when we do see evidence we can do something about it.
For a more in-depth explanation of the steps to take
should you come across entangled marine wildlife,
please refer to our BOAT BLUE: MARINE MAMMALS &
BOATERS GUIDE written by Jackie Hildering.
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CONCERNS

PHYSICAL: INGESTION
INGESTION OF PLASTIC BY WILDLIFE
It is impossible to ignore the regular stories of ingestion in main stream media.
Whales washing up with their stomachs full of plastic, albatross starving to
death on remote atolls, evidence of zooplankton mistaking plastic for food.
Simply look up “CNN” and “plastic pollution” on Google and discover over
2.5 million results found in 0.53 seconds.
As a study by Anderson et al (2016) looking specifically at Canadian
ecosystems states, “microplastics, and their associated contaminants, can be
assimilated by aquatic biota in a number of ways: filter feeding, suspension
feeding, inhalation at air-water surface, consumption of prey exposed to
microplastics or via direct ingestion”.
The reality of this ingestion is also not only a threat to the health of the biota
through associated starvation, choking and contamination – but as the apex
predator in the food chain, this entire issue is a threat to human health as well
(CIEL, 2019).
If the threat to wildlife is not enough to motivate, the reality of this impacting
our own health & that of future generations should be.
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CONCERNS

UNSEEN: OUR BODIES
PLASTICS, TOXICS & HUMAN HEALTH
We are exposed to chemicals (e.g. Persistent Organic
Pollutants POPs, Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals EDCs,
carcinogens and heavy metals) through inhalation and
ingestion via air, water and the food chain.
Where plastic has a role in this process is creating
increased chances for exposure. Plastics act as sponges
for these toxics and chemicals, becoming vehicles for
their transport into our bodies via the same channels.
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Conversations around the reality of plastic pollution and
human health are diverse and growing. We are seeing
international reports being published that dissect the
issue and are doing much needed awareness raising of
our role in this complex issue:
www.ciel.org
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
LAW REPORT
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CONCERNS

PHYSICAL: SHORELINE
CLEANING UP
Data from the GREAT CANADIAN SHORELINE CLEANUP
shows that over 111,000 kg was collected in 2019 alone.
Litter on our shorelines can lead to some of the issues we’ve
learnt about already: wildlife entanglement and ingestion, it
can transport invasive species and toxins and of course, over
time becomes microplastics that become impossible to
collect and remain in our environment for years to come.
Clean ups are extremely important and please never
underestimate the importance of your involvement. Whether
an organized community cleanup or a daily effort to pick up
what you see on, in or around the water – thank you.
However, shoreline litter is a symptom of a much wider issue.
Our disconnect with nature, addiction to convenience culture
(single-use plastics) and our need to reduce and refuse
before we look at “recycling” or traditional waste
management as solutions.
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CONCERNS

PHYSICAL: WATERWAY
PRESENCE OF PLASTICS
The mere presence of plastics in our waters is an illustration of the
breakdown of our relationship with the environment. We have
become disconnected from the water we enjoy and rely on to live.
It’s time to make a change.
As you now know, plastic in the water leads to issues of
entanglement and ingestion for wildlife as well as the associated
health risks to humans – but there are also potential risks to boats!
Have you ever run into a weed called the “prop killer”?
Well, imagine that, but 10x stronger and designed to last a
lifetime! Those collections of rope, nets, pieces of larger debris and
even plastic bags we see on shorelines are also out in the water &
can be a major cause of external marine engine damage.
Protect yourself, your boat and the environment by reducing your
plastic use, disposing of it properly and removing any debris you
see from shorelines & waterways you are on or in.
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NOW YOU
KNOW…
HERE ARE
SOME STEPS
TO BEING
PART OF
THE
SOLUTION

WHAT YOU CAN DO

CONNECT TO YOUR WATERWAY
PROTECTION COMES FROM CONNECTION
If we don’t feel connected to our waterways, we won’t feel a sense of
duty or responsibility to protect them.
Do you remember your first time out on the water?
How old were you? Who were you with - parents or grandparents?
Think of the joy you get when you are out boating or paddling now.
How about the look on your grandchild’s face when you take them for
their first time on the water?
It is these experiences that mean the most when it comes to our water.
Experience leads to connection. Connection leads to protection.
Make your time on the water meaningful to ensure future generations
can enjoy the same joys we sometimes take for granted.
Check out different organizations & initiatives that are turning
connection into protection to learn how to get involved
CANADIAN WILDLIFE FEDERATION
LOVE YOUR GREATS
SWIM DRINK FISH
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WHAT YOU CAN DO
CLEAN UP YOUR BACKYARD
FIND YOUR COMMUNITY &
MAKE A CHANGE
It is extremely important that we start to see our
waterways as a shared backyard. We all enjoy them, but
that also means we must take steps to protect them.
When it comes to simple steps to being a part of the
solution – shoreline & marina cleanups are a great start!
Choose somewhere that is meaningful to you & get out
there by yourself or with your friends, family or whoever
has a passion for our waterways.
Did you know there are new initiatives for marinas as
well? Check out the SEABIN PROJECT – already
installed in the TORONTO OUTER HARBOUR MARINA
You can also make sure that the minimum amount of
what you collect goes to landfill by working with unique
initiatives like TERRACYCLE CANADA
LOVE YOUR GREATS DAY © LOVE YOUR GREATS

WHAT YOU CAN DO
REPORT & CONTRIBUTE

MAKE YOUR EFFORTS “COUNT”
Whether you are conducting one yourself or you’d like to lead
your community or marina in a cleanup, you can also make sure
your efforts contribute to meaningful data that leads to policy &
industry change. One of the best National organizations to help
you do this is the GREAT CANADIAN SHORELINE CLEANUP
You can also make a difference by reporting what you see when
you are on or around the water on a daily basis!
You can report significant pollution to the relevant authorities at
TRANSPORT CANADA or see our “WHO TO CALL” information
later in this guide. If you see evidence of marine mammal
entanglement – look for guidance & report using the information
provided in the BOAT BLUE: MARINE MAMMALS & BOATERS
Please remember: If possible, remain with the wildlife at a
healthy distance until professional help arrives. Do not attempt to
disentangle as you or the wildlife can become seriously injured
and reduces the chance of a successful outcome.
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WHAT YOU CAN DO
CHANGE THE LITTLE THINGS

MAKE SUSTAINABLE CHOICES WHERE YOU
LIVE, WORK & PLAY
As boaters and paddlers, the water is where we choose to spend
our free time. For some people, it is also their home.
Small changes lead to big impacts and it is amazing what we can
achieve when large numbers of people begin to take simple
steps toward more sustainable behaviour on & off the water.
Here are two ways to start your journey:
1. Understand plastic recycling codes and research what the local
recycling facility where you are disposing of your waste actually
takes when you are boating to new locations
2. Once you’ve started making changes, they will soon become
second nature. Then you can start making more changes i.e.
environmentally-friendly bottom paint, etc.
Take a look at the checklist on the next two pages for some ideas
& remember that plastic pollution is just one issue but it’s a great
place to start!
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START SIMPLE
THIS IS THE PERFECT PLACE TO BEGIN… ONE STEP AT A TIME
THESE STEPS GO BEYOND JUST PLASTIC POLLUTION TOO!

☐ STEP 1: DON’T WASTE

☐ STEP 3: WILD WORLD

☐ STEP 2: YOUR FOOTPRINT

☐ STEP 4: CRY OVER SPILLS

We are sure you’ve heard by now
about the plastic pollution that
plagues our waters! Remember
those 3 R’s? Reduce, Reuse &
Recycle! And they are in that order
for a reason – reduce your singleuse plastic/materials, buy reusable
cutlery/plates & make sure to
recycle everything you can from oil
to batteries, cans and bottles.

Everyone is talking about “lowering
your carbon footprint” – well, don’t
worry you can help combat Climate
Change too by reducing your plastic
& fuel use – helped even more by
cleaning your hull regularly, proper
engine maintenance and reducing
your weight on board. Oh, and
guess what? It saves money too!
That’s what we call a win-win!

No matter where you go boating,
paddling, swimming or surfing – you
should always make sure to know
who you are sharing the water with!
Knowing what animals you might
encounter can help avoid collisions
and improve safety for all involved.
Remember: maintain a healthy
distance (minimum 300 feet) and
time viewing (maximum 30 minutes).
Make sure when re-fuelling to follow
proper procedures & take your time
to ensure there are no spills of oil or
fuel. Absorbent collars should be
used & before you head out on the
water make sure you are fully
stocked with oil-absorbent pads just
in case. Spills should be reported
immediately to the Canadian Coast
Guard (www.ccg-gcc.gc.ca).

☐ STEP 5: HEADS UP!

Take the time to research the
proper disposal of blackwater
waste in your area! If you do
have a head (toilet) on board,
please ensure that it has a
holding tank to store sewage
until you can locate an
appropriate pump-out facility
on shore. It is illegal to
discharge sewage into
freshwater and it is severely
restricted in saltwater now as
well. Vessels must be a
minimum of three miles from
any shore. You can read more
on the Transport Canada
website (www.tc.gc.ca).

NEXT STEPS: 6 – 10

Head to the next page for more
easy steps to make your waterway
use sustainable…

START SIMPLE
THIS IS THE PERFECT PLACE TO BEGIN… ONE STEP AT A TIME
THESE STEPS GO BEYOND JUST PLASTIC POLLUTION TOO!

☐ STEP 6: BOTTOMS UP

☐ STEP 8: ANCHORS AWAY!

☐ STEP 7: BIODEGRADABLE

☐ STEP 9: NO STOWAWAYS

When choosing a bottom paint, try
to search for alternatives to copper
as it has been proven toxic to plants
and animals in marine & freshwater
environments. There are other
options for anti-fouling paints that
are not only environmentally-friendly
but can also save you money as they
last longer than traditional paints
that need to be reapplied annually.

When choosing the cleaning
products you have on board, try to
choose those with ingredients you
recognize and know are non-toxic.
There is no international legislation
on marketing to stop manufacturers
from omitting ingredients from their
products or using buzzwords like
“biodegradable” or “natural” so
make sure you do your research.

It will come as no surprise that
anchors can do some serious
damage to precious habitats in our
waterways! Before you drop, first
see if you can moor instead as these
will have been located to ensure no
harmful impact and if you need to
anchor – check your charts and find
the spot where you can sleep easy
knowing you made the right choice.
Heard of invasive species? Well, if
you haven’t, they are non-native
plants and animals that can hitch a
ride on boats and end up causing
the breakdown of habitats when
brought to a new location. Proper
cleaning of your boat, equipment &
trailer will ensure that these won’t
be unwanted stowaways on your
next water-based adventure.

STEP 10: YOU DECIDE

This section is for you to write an
additional step you feel is
important to you & your area or to
note down information you’ve
found on your journey through
these steps!

WHO TO CALL

IF UNABLE TO USE
THE PHONE – CALL
COAST GUARD ON
VHF 16

FOR REPORTING WATERWAY POLLUTION INCIDENTS

You should report significant waterway pollution to
the Canadian Coast Guard immediately. There are
Environmental Response Units around the country
(see map on next page for overview of locations)

LEARN MORE ABOUT
REPORTING POLLUTION BY
VISITING THE GOVERNMENT
OF CANADA WEBSITE:

NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR
1-800-563-9089

WWW.TC.GC.CA

NEW BRUNSWICK, NOVA SCOTIA & P.E.I.
1-800-565-1633

THE PUBLICATION YOU ARE
LOOKING FOR IS LOCATED:

QUEBEC
1-800-363-4735
ONTARIO, NUNAVUT & ARCTIC WATERS
(NORTH OF NORTHWEST TERRITORIES & YUKON)
1-800-265-0237
BRITISH COLUMBIA, ALBERTA, SASKATCHEWAN,
MANITOBA, YUKON & NORTH WEST TERRITORIES
(INLAND WATERS OF NWT & YUKON)
1-800-889-8852

MARINE SAFETY
>
OPERATIONS &
ENVIRONMENT
>
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
>
REPORTING OF POLLUTION
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OTHER RESOURCES
EXPLORE THESE FREE OF CHARGE ADDITIONAL GUIDES TO HELP YOU BOAT BLUE

www.bucksuzuki.org

www.sailorsforthesea.org

OCEANSMART GREEN
BOATING GUIDE & APP

SAILORS FOR THE SEA
GREEN BOATING GUIDE

OTHER RESOURCES
EXPLORE THESE FREE OF CHARGE DOCUMENTS TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE ISSUE

www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org

www.ciel.org

THE NEW PLASTICS
ECONOMY INITIATIVE

CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW REPORT

FURTHER READING

TO DELVE IN TO THE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AROUND PLASTIC & TOXICS IN OUR WATER
Jambeck, J. et al (2015) Plastic Water Inputs from Land into the
Ocean, Science, Vol. 347, Issue 6223, pp. 768-771

DO YOUR OWN SEARCH

Anderson, J. C. et al (2016) Microplastics in Aquatic Environments:
Implications for Canadian Ecosystems, Environmental Pollution, Vol.
218, pp. 269 – 280

It is now fairly simple to find
information about plastic and toxic
pollution online through search
engines such as Google.

Eriksen, M. et al (2014) Plastic Pollution in the World’s Oceans: More
than 5 Trillion Plastic Pieces Weighing over 250,000 tons afloat at
Sea, PLoS ONE, Vol. 9, Issue 12, e111913
Rios, L. M. et al (2007) Persistent Organic Pollutants Carried by
Synthetic Polymers in the Ocean Environment, Marine Pollution
Bulletin, Vol. 54, Issue 8, pp. 1230 - 1237

Not only are there thousands of
scientific articles, you can explore
mainstream media articles &
documentary specials about this
issue & it’s potential solutions!

Gallo et al (2018) Marine Litter Plastics and Microplastics and their
Toxic Chemical Components: The Need for Urgent Preventative
Measures, Environmental Sciences Europe, Vol. 30, Issue 1,
Rochman, C. M. et al (2015) Scientific Evidence Support a Ban on
Microbeads, Environmental Science & Technology, Vol. 49, Issue 18,
pp. 10759 – 10761
Law, K. L. (2017) Plastics in the Marine Environment, Annual Review
of Marine Science, Vol. 9, pp. 205 – 229

National Geographic (2019) Planet or
Plastic: www.nationalgeographic.com

